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Vision
To nurture world class intellectual growth by imparting high
Quality, Futuristic Technical, Management and Pharmaceutical
Education to emerge as one of the best technical institutes to
serve the mankind.

Mission
l

To create inspiring environment that will be most suited
for Research, Creativity and Innovation.

l

To provide quality technical and management education with
global standards.

l

To accomplish National Centre of Excellence in collaboration
with Industry.

l

To establish international alliances and collaborations with
foreign universities to achieve global excellence.

Quality Policy
To provide all rounded skillful engineers, leaders and pharmacits
with intellect and knowledge along with positive perspective.
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The Society

Governing Body

Increasingly rapid advances in technology are creating unprecedented opportunities for
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Director
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Principal- School

innovation in every field of engineering. Today, opportunities to benefit society through
engineering advancements are unparalleled in history. NESGI pushes the frontiers of
modern science and engineering through teaching and research. With this perspective in
mind, eminent Academicians, Educationalists, Administrators & enthusiastic people of
PUNE have initiated the formation of a society under the aegis of NAVSAHYADRI
EDUCATION SOCIETY, which has been established in 2010 at Naigaon, Pune with the
following aims:l

To contribute in educational enhancement, economic growth & social upliftment of
region.

l

To develop rural technology, Infrastructure & Conservation of Environment.

l

To deliver world-class, research-based education to students and broad-based training
to leaders in academia, industry and society.

l

To expand the base of engineering knowledge through original research and by
developing technology to serve the needs of society.
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I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I do and I understand. - Confucius

Message
Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire. This fire has given the
vision for education in India which is an inspiration for the creation of a
knowledge-based society that would not only induce competitiveness, yet foster a
sense of co-operation.
Navsahyadri Education Society pioneers the national vision of creation of a society
by molding the stratum of knowledge and contributing to the building of a nation
with the power of skilled and intellectual force that would empower the Indian
economy to become a powerful nation in the global map.
With an aim to aid the twenty-first century, NESGI performs a multi-task role. It
delivers innovative technical knowledge, acquires capability to decipher and
adapt knowledge produced elsewhere, and create an intelligent human power at
all levels through challenging teaching and research activities, thereby balancing
both; need (quality) and demand(quantity).
In Education lies the key for creating, adapting, and spreading knowledge in
technical and management disciplines and all respective subjects. We believe
technical and management education is a powerful contrivance to build
knowledge for an information-based society.
We have a cherished goal in the educational process of a life span which
presupposes universal awareness of new innovations and technologies in the
form of our esteemed institution, with high research and development standards
that shapes up the dynamic contours of higher technical education.
We extend our welcome to the leaders of the future at NESGI!!!
Hon. Mr. P. N. Suke
Founder President
Navsahyadri Education Society, Pune.
“Educational Value is really demoniacal in man’s own mind, the attitudes that he
has built up and these can only be eliminated if the great spiritual resources of
mankind - generosity, compassion, understanding, freedom - are mobilized
through education to bring about change from within and it will be possible only if
we achieve a revolution in the inner compulsions that control it”
Dr. S. Radhakrishnan.

The direction in which education starts a man will determine future life. - Plato

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Message
Welcome to the place where ideas and imagination take flight in spectacular
surroundings, a place to pursue your passions and sharpen your mind, a place which
will discover your strengths and a place to hone your skills to make an impact on the
world. We empower students to believe that nothing is beyond reach and that it
should be our endeavor to be the best we can be and on all fronts.
Academic excellence should exist alongside, and not in place of, a happy and
enjoyable college life, which should be busy, productive and above all, meaningful.
We teach students to develop the habits and mind-set to realize their full potential.
Knowledge is acquired through education, information, intelligence and
experience. It is available in academic institutions, with teachers, in libraries, in
research papers, seminar proceedings and in workplaces. The Navsahyadri Group of
Institutes are a combination of all these.
With strong infrastructure and outstanding academic support services around the
vibrant campus, the Group has gained wide exposure & recognition and became
home to thousands of students including those from almost all parts of India.
Achievement is largely the product of steadily raising one's levels of aspiration and
expectation. A well structured yet flexible curriculum enables students to develop a
strong set of competencies desired in today's hyper-competitive world. A vibrant
link with the industry, government and business helps students to capture the
dynamism of the real world. If you are intellectually curious, if you are determined,
if you want to learn in and contribute to a multinational community of learners, if
you want to earn a degree that will prepare you to work with people of all cultures
and equip you for the careers of the future, I invite you to be part of our world where
learning has no limits.

Mr. Gorakh B. Suke
Secretary,
NESGI, Pune.
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I never teach my pupils, I only provide the conditions in which they can learn. - Albert Einstein

Message
The Navsahyadri Group of Institutes is a national education and research
destination dedicated to student success. We do more than simply disseminate
knowledge: we create intellectual capital and produce graduates who are ready for
today’s workplace and trained to be forerunners in tomorrow’s workplace. In short,
we equip students with the skills and knowledge needed to take leadership
positions in industry/business and society.
We train students across all disciplines to analyze and interpret data to make sound
business decisions. There is so much data available that can be used to explain what
is happening today and to make educated guesses about what might happen
tomorrow. But this information is only useful when it can be understood. Our dual
emphasis on analytics and creativity means that Navsahyadri’s students not only
understand the data but they will be able to use it to make sound predictions and
explain what it means to the bottom line.
Our location – in the midst of a vibrant, industry/business-centric major market –
provides rich opportunities to integrate real-world experiences into classroom
learning as large and small companies offer internships and jobs, speakers, and
service-learning projects. This means our students participate in case competitions
and networking opportunities impossible at many other institutions. We
collaborate with national &international firms to find solutions to industry/business
challenges as well as to get the opportunities of placing our students.
We attract top employers who recognize the potential of our students. Our
graduates hold leadership positions at respected corporations such as Infosys, Tech
Mahindra, ASSEAL and many more…. The industry/business community seeks our
students first and foremost because of their exposure to real-world
industry/business situations. This solidifies our reputation as the region’s leading
source of new talent.
I heartedly welcome to new students in such a fabulous atmosphere of education.

Mr. Sagar P. Suke
Group Director,
Navsahyadri Group of Institutions, Pune.

Education is a gift that none can take away. - American Proverb

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Message
The field of engineering is evolving rapidly and offers myriad of challenges across
interdisciplinary domains. To keep up with the fast-changing nature of
engineering, the college invests in renewal and transformation so as to leverage
on our culture and tradition of excellence in engineering education and reserch.
We review and refocus our efforts in order to continually bring the best possible,
relevant and robust education to our students. We nuture innovation and
creativity across and between disciplines and have been committed to making
education accessible to people from diverse backgrounds since our inception.
Today there is widespread knowledge everywhere with newer technologies, skills
and avenues emerging. The horizons of professional activities are expanding and
hence today there is much more scope for the younger generations to uncap their
talents and touch greater heights of achievement.
I welcome you all to this unique family and look towards helping you develop as
engineer, creating a better future.

Dr. R. J. Patil
Principal- Engineering
NESGI, Pune
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You learn something everyday if you pay attention. - Ray Le Blond

Message
Our vision is to impart quality education for all that would enable students to
contribute their knowledge for industrial development, technological
revolution and economic growth of the nation with global insight. We are
committed to provide competent technical education to build students’career
with great aspiration and inspiration. Our motto is to develop students’ future
prospective and assist them to build their own confidence and right approach
towards learning process. We at Navsahyadri, take care of each individual to
participate in the process of making students’career through various career
development programmes. Our Committed faculty and competent staff aim to
provide an excellent platform for enhancing students’ knowledge base, skills
and personality to accept the challenges and changes in industrial and
corporate world. We at NIT take efforts to provide utmost exposure to
students to imbibe new skills by inculcating values of hard work. We are sure
that our students will create their own place in the society and preserve their
own existence. NIT is platform for students to gain knowledge and aspire for
the bright future. We believe that our students always strive for excellence to
reach up to the pinnacle of success.

Prof. S. S. Gaikwad
Principal-Polytechnic,
NESGI, Pune

You learn something everyday if you pay attention. - Ray Le Blond
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The Institute
About us
Global Competitive Spirit is the trademark of all the technical and management
institutes of the world as the Globalization has indeed arrived on the wings of
science & technology and is here to stay. NESGI, an AICTE approved, recognized
by Govt. Of Maharashtra & affiliated to University of Pune is a premier Center for
Excellence and has laid its foundation on this base in the year 2010.
Since then, the group has progressed in leaps and bounds and is undergoing a
continuous process of improvement in all aspects of curricular and
extracurricular activities. One can experience a polarization of facilities and
resources of metro setting as well as peace, environment and true nature of the
rural setting on this campus.
Unique in its structure, methods and goals, the group is strongly rooted in a
philosophy of training and research that emphasizes the intimate relationship
between knowledge and its application and seeks to promote the creation of an
ideal society. NESGI provides a congenial atmosphere for diligent academic
pursuits.
Location
This institute is located at Naigaon, Pune on Pune-Banglore highway 30km away
from Pune Railway Station.
The grandeur of the location provides a unique environment for education in
close proximity with nature which is farfetched from the hum-drum of the city.
The NESGI campus has enrapturing and captivating lush surroundings where
silence is punctuated with birdsongs and gentle sway of trees. The total
atmosphere adds to an aura of serenity and peace. The institute is well
connected and can be reached by using bus from Bus Stand.

Towards Satara

Naigaon
(Nasrapur)

1st Toll Plaza
From Pune
Reliance Petrol Pump

NESGI Campus
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Education is not the filling of a pail, but the lighting of a fire. - W. B. Yeats

Infrastructure
Infrastructure / Highlights
l

Campus spread over 18 acres of land in eco-friendly and lush green
environment

l

Campus floor area more than 3.5 lacs sq.ft (approx.) for academic
activities

l

670 sq.ft. floor area for each laboratory

l

Canteen with modern amenities of 4000 sq.ft.

l

Guest House with all amenities in an area of 500 sq.ft.

l

Separate girls and boys hostel with 500 students capacity each in an
area of 1 Lacs sq.ft.

l

Staff quarters for Professors in a total area of 500 sq.ft. along with
quarters for HODs and Senior Professors in a total area of 12 K sq.ft.

l

Open auditorium with seating capacity of 2000 students

l

Separate conference hall with seating capacity of 200 each

l

Separate hostels for boys & girls

l

Bank ATM facility at Campus

l

Sports Ground (Cricket, Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Badminton)

l

ARC at Navsahyadri

l

Bus facility from all routes

State of art Facility

Learning makes a man fit company for himself. - Anon

l

Central Workshop with Modern Machines and Equipments

l

Women Grievance Handling Cell

l

Entrepreneurship Development Cell

l

Research & Development Consultancy Cell

l

Digital library with NPTEL and e-Journals

l

Robotics Club

l

Well –equipped Modern Laboratories

l

Gymnasium, Outdoor & Indoor Play Ground Facilities

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Mechanical Engineering
Degree Choice Code - 663261210
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 120 l Direct IInd Year Intake - 84
Diploma Choice Code - 663261210
Duration - 3 Yrs. l Intake - 120 l Direct IInd Year Intake - 24

Mechanical engineering is the discipline that applies the principles of
engineering, physics, and materials science for the design, analysis,
manufacturing, and maintenance of mechanical systems. It is the branch of
engineering that involves the design, production, and operation of
machinery. It is one of the oldest and broadest of the engineering disciplines.
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Civil Engineering
Degree Choice Code - 663219110
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12
Diploma Choice Code - 663219110
Duration - 3 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12

Civil engineering is a professional engineering discipline that deals with the
design, construction, and maintenance of the physical and naturally built
environment, including works like roads, bridges, canals, dams, and buildings.
Civil engineering is the second-oldest engineering discipline after military
engineering.

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
Degree Choice Code - 663237210
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12
Diploma Choice Code - 663237210
Duration - 3 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12

Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering is a field that involves
complex electronic apparatus, circuits and equipments that help in
executing speedy and efficient telecommunication systems.
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Computer Engineering
Degree Choice Code - 663224510
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12
Diploma Choice Code - 663224510
Duration - 3 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12

Computer engineering is a discipline that integrates several fields of
electrical engineering and computer science required to develop
computer hardware and software. Computer engineers usually have
training in electronic engineering (or electrical engineering),software
design, and hardware-software integration instead of only software
engineering or electronic engineering.

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Electrical Engineering
Degree Choice Code - 663229310
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12
Diploma Choice Code - 663229310
Duration - 3 Yrs. l Intake - 60 l Direct Second Year Intake - 12

Electrical engineering is a field of engineering that generally deals with the
study and application of electricity, electronics, and electromagnetism. This
field first became an identifiable occupation in the latter half of the 19th
century after commercialization of the electric telegraph, the telephone, and
electric power distribution and use.
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CNC / VMC PROGRAMME / WORKSHOP
Designed CNC & VMC training
program only for Navsahyadri’s students
Course Details
Course is designed in collaboration with industry expert
l Live industrial projects
l Coding 2D & 3D programs for CNC & VMC machines
l Software used: Auto cad, Delcam, Mastercam etc. for drafting &
manufacturing
l Introduced to Geometric Dimensioning & Tolerancing concepts in addition
to Metrology & Quality Control techniques
l Time: 4.00 pm to 6.00 pm
l

Course Features & Objective
Initiated & sponsored by honorable president Mr. P. N. Suke
l Absolutely at free of cost to students
l It makes students employable in global manufacturing market
through improved practical knowledge, ability to work in team,
& communication skill
l

Teaching comes first
This is a place where faculty enjoys interacting with students - not only in
class or during office hours but in the dining halls, in the coffee shop, at the
library, or at the Student Life Center. It’s a friendly but challenging
environment, and our faculty’s approach to teaching makes it so.
Our faculty has extensive experience in the classroom and their professional
fields. Their real-life experiences and their involvement in applied research
and consulting means that their teaching is well informed and up to date.
They’ll talk with you about career choices and graduate school. Our
professors think about your future almost as much as you do, and they are
committed to your success.
English Language Programs
Navsahyadri has been providing academic and Communicative English
preparation courses in NESGI’s campus since its beginning to support
development of the English skills necessary employability skills.
Through these services, thousands of students from have improved their
English skills for academic, professional, or personal reasons.
Our professional faculty is dedicated to create the best possible classroom
learning environment.
www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Pharmacy
Degree
Duration - 4 Yrs. l Intake - 100

Diploma
Duration - 2 Yrs. l Intake - 50

Program Introduction
B.Pharmacy is a 4 year program and D.Pharmacy a 2 year programme leading
to a Bachelor's degree and diploma in Pharmacy respectively. The program
as per university’s guideline which helps trains the students to play an
important role in community pharmacy and assist the pharmaceutical
industry at various levels. The course is predominantly based on practice and
interaction with a strong focus on the healthcare system. This will enable
students to practice pharmacy profession in a strong, skillful and determined
manner.
Merits
1. Experienced and vibrant faculty.
2. Regular interaction with community pharmacy and industrial pharmacy
experts
3. Opportunity to use and witness post graduate and research
infrastructure at under graduate level
4. Guidance and counseling from faculty members
5. Placement focus in Pharmaceutical industries, Hospitals, Patent cells, IPR
sections, Clinical Research Organizations, Retail Pharmacy and other
opportunities
Career Options
1. Production & Manufacturing

8. Academics

2. Research & Development

9. Consultancy

3. Analysis & Testing

10.Community Pharmacy

4. Hospital Pharmacy

11.Opportunities Abroad

5. Regulatory Affairs

12.Clinical Trails

6. Drug Inspection

13.Documentation, Library Information
Services & Pharm Journalism

7. Marketing

14
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GURUKUL - ENGLISH MEDIUM SCHOOL
Our Salient Features
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l
l
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Largest Infrastructure with state-of-the-art facilities
Very affordable fee structure
Spacious Playground
Appropriate Student - Teacher ratio
Quality education from KG to PG
Worlds best curriculum at your doorstep
Free medical checkup for students
International approach to foster global readiness
School Bus for every village at affordable cost
Exclusive labs for Science & Computer
Protected & Ourified water facilities
Olympiads to foster intellectual capacity of students
Internet facility to enable learning at fingertips
A school without need of tutions
Qualified, trained & experienced teachers to bring out the best
Rigorous focus on English language to achieve high fluency & confidence
Well-Researched extra curricular activities to foster independence & mental
agility
Coaching for various sports activities
Affiliated to State Board

www.navsahyadri.edu.in

Training and Placement Cell
No. Name
1 Ketan Kardile
2 Santosh Singh
3 Chavan Arati
4 Bhosale Rohit
5 Karnti Chopade
6 Nikhil Gaikar
7 Jadhav Nikita
8 Karnti Chopade
9 Kumar Rajapure
10 Nikhil Pilane
11 Pankaj chaturbhuj
12 Satish patil
13 Mahesh Jyotik
14 P Pramodkumar
15 Bathe Gauri
16 Mahesh Jyotik
17 Nikhil Nakhwa
18 Manish Patil
19 Pramod patil
20 Vishal Bhonagale
21 Amol Gaikwad
22 Ravi Kharate
23 Atkari Roshan
24 Nikhil Nakhawa
25 Prathamesh Shilimkar
26 Shashikant Pawar
27 Prashant Waghmode
28 Ganesh Hiwane
29 Pallav Pawar
30 Nikhil Kale
31 Shashikant Pawar
32 Sudarshan Bhagat
33 Sagar Khutwad
34 Akshay Bathe
35 Kumbhar Rushikesh
36 sandip Shinde
37 Shubham Choudhari
38 kuldiak sangale
39 Harshwardhan Gole
40 Nikhil Pilane
41 Rushikesh Badak
42 JIVAN Wadkar
43 Aniket Kadam
44 sagar Jedhe
45 Nilesh Lankhe
46 Vishal Mhetre
47 suraj Shinde
48 Tushar Salunke
49 Shubham Khaire
50 Hemant Dagade
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Companies
Altimate Solutions
Altimate Solutions
Minilec
Minilec
Minilec
Minilec
Minilec
Minilec
Desai Electronics
Desai Electronics
Desai Electronics
Kushal Landmarks
Sujay Fire LLP
Sujay Fire LLP
Minilec
Aesseal
IBM
IBM
IBM
Thakur Shroff & Electrical
Thakur Shroff & Electrical
Thakur Shroff & Electrical
KTR Couplings
Amazon
Amazon
Q H Talbros
Volkswagen
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Shree Refrigeration
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
Cikautxo
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No. Name
51 Ganesh Bandal
52 Patil Digvijay
53 Pawar Shashikant
54 Patil Amol
55 Patil Pravin
56 Sagar Taware
57 Abhijit salkhe
58 Suraj shinde
59 Tejas Bankar
60 Akshay Yadav
61 Akshay Bhanwase
62 Dhananjay Keskar
63 Nikhil Jadhav
64 Nandu Sabale
65 Sourabh Gadekar
66 Rahul Barge
67 Dipak Pawar
68 Sachin Shinde
69 Bhushan Kalhane
70 Vishal Karanje
71 Poonam Yadav
72 Saurav Gaikwad
73 Parihar Avinash
74 Singh Santosh
75 Khutwad Priyanka
76 Mokashi Jahin
77 Pisal Amruta
78 Prasad Mane
79 Petkar Pratik
80 Kuwar Harshal
81 Waghmare Siddhant
82 Kesarwani Ravishankar
83 Nambiar Abhinav
84 Nambiar Sreejith
85 Nale Suraj
86 Jagdale Jayprakash
87 Saurabh Krishna Gurav
88 More Mayur
89 Sawant Devidas
90 Ugalmugale Sachin
91 Veer Pradnya
92 Pawar Vaishnawi
93 Kulkarni Rucha
94 More Sonali
95 Deshmane Ashwini
96 Sumit Pangare
97 Rushikesh Mayane
98 Bunage Akshay
99 Junnarkar Vijay
100 Lohar Sumit

Companies
Cikautxo
Vtech
Vtech
Vtech
Vtech
Vivekananda infotech
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
M M Elevators
M M Elevators
Mtech
Mtech
Mograsys Technologies
Mograsys Technologies
Mograsys Technologies
Mograsys Technologies
Mograsys Technologies
Ultra Engineers
Ultra Engineers
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Hysoft Technologies Corporation
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros

No. Name
101 Bhagat Vishal
102 Bhoir Atul
103 Zagade Akshay
104 Phtekaran Ramdas
105 Bhoj Suraj
106 Yadav Vikas
107 Nandarge Sudarshan
108 Nagtilak Mahesh
109 Vadkar Pankaj
110 Kadam Kishor
111 Nikat Prashant
112 Singh Sumeet
113 SHIVPRASAD ETAM
114 Sachin Ugalmugale
115 Pawar Jitendra
116 Shete Shubham
117 Yadav Akshay
118 Talekar Tushar
119 Khude Vishal
120 Prakash Nagargoje
121 Prashant Talode
122 Akshay Kadam
123 Mane Vishwajit
124 Ganesh Nale
125 Tukaram Kore
126 Khopade Rohit
127 Vishal Bhosale
128 Nitin Shinde
129 Prasad Suke
130 Pradip Garudkar
131 Digambar Waghmare
132 Ganesh Thopate
133 Mithun Gaikwad
134 Chinmay Kulkarni
135 Karande Sushant
136 Mane Prasad
137 Kore Tukaram
138 Prashant Jadhav
139 Jayprakash Jagdale
140 Saurabh Krishnat Gurav
141 Vishal Daulat Khude
142 Nikam Nilam
143 Ghare Jeevan
144 Kamble Amol
145 Mulla Jafar
146 Koli Janak
147 Goley Rahul
148 Bichkule Aniket
149 Dhaigude Nikhil
150 Mali Sumeet

Companies
Q H Talbros
Q H Talbros
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
M Tech Innovations
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Divgi Metalwares
Gurudatta Engineering
Gurudatta Engineering
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Sagar Industries
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions
Roadways Solutions

You do not have to think too hard when you talk to teachers. - Jerome David Salinger

Some of Our Placement Partners

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Knowledge Bank
Navsahyadri Group of Institutes has built up a reputation of higher academic
standards in all specialties of Engineering. One of the pillars of such high
standards is its high-quality Library facilities. This college's academic excellence
is reflected in its harmonious blend of infrastructure and its academic
environment with high quality Library. The Library facilities here are state-ofthe-art following the latest automated technology. This latest system is user
friendly and provides access to any book available in few minutes. The Library
has a huge collection of over a 50000 Books, along with CD's and DVD's apart
from latest Journals and Periodicals.
This Library is accessible to all Undergraduates, and Postgraduates scholars of
different Specializations and also to the Faculty. Along with this, access to
e-Books and e-journals is also available through the Digital Library with
dedicated systems. It has also a mini auditorium designed for seminars,
Academic Presentations and other educational activities.
Our Library consists of skilled, professional and compassionate staff members
who are always pleased to help the students.
The Mission is to provide the best Library facility on International standards with
latest equipment. The Vision is to nurture the prospective Engineering Specialty
Professionals at global standards. The Goal is to achieve these standards with
honesty, integrity and with spirit.

18

Sr.No.

Particular

Total No.

1

Books

17290

2

Periodicals

122

3

e- Journals

7120

4

NPTEL Videos

120

5

CDs/DVDs

445

The only thing that you absolutely have to know is the location of the library. -Albert Einstein

www.navsahyadri.edu.in

Why Engineering in Navsahyadri
As an engineer you’ll design and create innovative products, systems, structures
and services that transform industry and improve lives.
NESGI’s wide range of specialized professional engineering programs allows you
to develop your capabilities in areas that interest you most across every level of
study. Our academic departments offer innovative and comprehensive education
in a variety of in-demand and diverse fields of study, taught by highly qualified and
experienced faculty. These departments provide students with a rich and
stimulating learning opportunity. Students at NESGI have the opportunity to
choose any branch of their interest that will help them improve their career
prospects. Your aim is to become an efficient engineer NESGI helps you to achieve
your goals.

Admission Advisor
Your admission advisor will walk you through the entire admission process and
answer all your questions about programs, fees, financial assistance and
everything you need to do before you begin your classes.

Academic Advisor
Your academic advisor will available for you throughout your association with
Navsahyadri Group of Institutes. S/He will not only help you select your courses,
but will also guide you to improve your studies.

Career Advisor
A career advisor will be available for you if you decide benefit from career services.
The advisor will help you to enhance your employability by helping you draft your
resume, build your professional network, give you interview tips, and improve
your salary negotiation skills and much more.

Beyond the classroom
While their primary emphasis is on teaching, faculty members also are active in
business, industry, publishing, and research, bringing NESGI worldwide
recognition and inspiring exciting learning opportunities.

Parent- Teacher Association
Parents of new undergraduate students are invited to attend Parents-Teacher
meeting every year. The meeting allows for parents to be addressed by President
and meet the principal, faculties, etc. In addition, parents will be informed to the
range of facilities on offer at including transport and security arrangements in
place for students.

Top Ten Reasons to Choose Navsahyadri
l Excellent result & 100% placement
l Qualified & experienced faculty members
l Regular industry interaction
l Individual attention towards students
l Career and research center for students
l Project exhibition and technical event
l Students’ all round development
l Clean, lush green & serene campus
l Counseling center for students
l CNC / VMC machine training
Innovation and Research Club
A faculty member is assigned to help students to progress on some idea of their own,
or on topics.
In process of developing research & development cell with following objectives.
l To promote and encourage research work.
l To encourage the faculties & students to write research proposals & research
papers.
l To felicitate and reward the faculties and students involved in obtaining research
grants, sponsorship, consultancy projects, research publications like journal papers,
articles & books etc.
l To provide a supportive environment for students to bring their innovative ideas
and skills for the research projects.

Study Abroad Guidance Center
Going Abroad for Higher Education. Every year more than1 Lakh Indian students go
abroad for higher education
l To expand their knowledge base
l To gain advantage on the job market
l To encourage students to go abroad for higher education
l To introduce students to the possibilities of studying abroad & required exams to be
passed (GRE/GMAT/TOEFL/IELTS)
l To Guide students on preparing & applying for appropriate exams

Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.. -Nelson Mandella

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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Admission Information
Admission procedure for Degree Course:

Admission procedure for B. Pharmacy :

Admission to the Bachelor of Engineering (B.E.) course is as per AICTE / DTE/
University of Pune and Govt. of Maharashtra’s norms, rules & regulation. The
information can be obtained from website www.dte.org.in

(I) The candidate should be an Indian National;
(ii) Passed the HSC Science with Physics and Chemistry as compulsory subjects
along with one of the subject Mathematics or Biology (Botany and Zoology).

Eligibility:

(iii) (A) First Year

First Year Admission:

(iv) (1) Maharashtra State Candidature Candidates and All India Candidature
Candidates.-

12th Science with PCM group 50% 150 marks for open category and 45% 135
marks for reserved category out 300 marks.
JEE is compulsory for CAP round.
Direct Second Year:
Candidate must have passed Diploma from MSBTE affiliated Institute with 50% for
open & 45% for reserved category in relevant branch.

(v) (i) The candidate should be an Indian National;
(vi) (ii) Passed HSC or its equivalent examination with Physics and Chemistry as
compulsory subjects along with one of the Mathematics or Biotechnology or
Biology and obtained at least 50% marks in the above subjects taken together;
(vii) (iii) Obtained Score in CET.

Admission procedure for Diploma Course:

(B) Direct Second Year (Lateral Entry) For Maharashtra State Candidature
Candidate and All India Candidature Candidate-

As per DTE rules and regulations.

(i) The Candidate should be an Indian National;

Eligibility:

(ii) Passed Diploma Course in Pharmacy with at least 45 % marks from an All
India Council for Technical Education or Pharmacy Council of India or Central
or State Government approved Institution or its equivalent.

First Year:
The candidate must have passed secondary school certificate (SSC/HSC)
examination of Maharashtra State Board of Secondary & Higher Secondary
Education.

(iii) Any other criterion declared by appropriate authority from time to time

Direct Second Year:

Admission procedure for D.Pharmacy:

12th Science with PCM / PCB group / vocational / ITI (2Years duration) / MCVC.

Maharashtra State Candidature and All India Candidature Candidates.—
(i) The candidate should be an Indian National;

Fees: As per Shikshan shulka Samiti Govt.of Maharashtra.
Scholarship:
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Category

Concession in Tuition fees

SC/ST/SBC/NT

100%

OBC

50%

EBC

50%

Minority

50%

www.navsahyadri.edu.in

(ii) (ii) Passed HSC or its equivalent examination with subjects Physics and
Chemistry as compulsory subjects along with one of the Mathematics or
Biotechnology or Biology and obtained at least 35 % marks

In education, nothing works if the students don't. - Donald E. Simanek

Cultural & Sports Activities
Navsahyadri Group of Institutes focuses on the overall development of
the students. Extracurricular activities play a pivotal role towards
achieving this. Keeping this into consideration cultural club has been
founded, which takes care of the cultural activities in addition to debates,
extempore dance, music, drama and other contests. NESGI has
established active cultural environment since first day of the group. The
cultural club is being headed by a Cultural Secretary who in turn has
various individual student coordinators for the respective events,
responsible for ensuring student participation in the different areas.
Each department has a professional society. Students take up various
professional activities under these societies. Students take active
participation in social annual gathering and exhibit their talent every year.
Sports activities are conducted in the campus such as Chess, Carom,
Badminton, Table tennis, Squash, Pool, Cricket, Football, Volleyball,
Basketball Students are permitted to use the sports infrastructure
available at Navsahyadri Group of Institutes. NESGI helps students to
play at zonal and university level. There are several students from
Navsahyadri Group of Institutes who played at state level and won the
matches.

www.navsahyadri.edu.in
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NESGI

Navsahyadri Group of Institutes
Sr. No. 69,70,71, Naigaon (Nasrapur), Pune 412213. Maharashtra, India.
Ph.: +91 2113 273177 Mob.: 7769927007, 7769937007 Fax: +91 2113 273277
Email: director@navsahyadri.edu.in l www.navsahyadri.edu.in

